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ABSTRACT
There is an increasing need for reducing costs and improving quality in software development. One of the means to reduce costs is to increase productivity by utilizing Domain-Specific Modelling (DSM). Industry cases consistently show a 5-10 fold increase in productivity when DSM is applied, in addition to a decrease of errors in generated code. In order to improve quality and especially desired quality attributes, e.g., performance and reliability, quality requirements must be considered in every development phase. Also a trace link from quality requirements definitions to implementation and tests has to be maintained to assure that the resulting application truly satisfies the requirements. As Model-Driven Development is heavily dependent on provided tool support, a tooling environment that enables quality-driven DSM would be useful. Thus in this paper, we study if MetaCase MetaEdit+ language workbench can be utilized as such by developing a code generator and a domain-specific modelling language for a laboratory case of stream-oriented computing systems. We found that the chosen environment is appropriate for an industrial application of quality-driven DSM.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Whereas development costs must be abated in software development, at the same time customers demand products of ever higher quality. Today, it is not enough for software applications to satisfy demanding functional requirements. Rather, quality attributes such as the performance and reliability of an application also have to be planned, predicted, implemented and upon delivery it must attain its satisfactory and planned level of quality. Productivity must also be improved in software development to decrease development costs while achieving the desired quality.

One of the means to increase productivity is to apply modelling in software development. Model-Driven Development (MDD) treats models as first class design entities in which modelling is argued to provide a view to a complex problem and its solutions, an approach which is less risky, cheaper to develop, and easier to understand than the implementation of the actual target system [1]. In particular, the application of Domain-Specific Modelling (DSM) often results in a 5- to 10-fold increase in productivity in industrial cases in comparison to traditional practices [2].

To achieve products of desired quality, quality requirements have to be taken into account in software design and ultimately in an implementation. Much effort has been placed in developing methods and techniques that take quality requirements into account in software architecture development [3][4][5] and respectively to evaluate software quality from architectural models [6][7][8]. Whichever method is applied in architecture development where quality is of the importance, the following pieces must be employed for quality-driven development: 1) precise definitions of quality requirements, 2) a list of alternative design solutions to achieve such requirements, 3) linkage of the requirements and the design fragments that promote certain qualities, and 4) a method for utilizing such fragments in software design [9]. The preceding pieces must be accompanied with tracing of quality requirements. This is an activity of identifying requirements in the following work products through the entire development process [10]. The tracing improves all kinds of impact analysis from the measurable acceptance criteria of each quality requirement to the release of a software application [10].

To maintain a trace link all the way from quality requirements through architecture models to implementation, a link should not be broken at the model level. The models should also be automatically transformed into implementation to avoid an unnecessary phase of manually transforming models into source code. Considering the preceding statement, the subsequent requirements can be formulated for quality-driven DSM (QDSM): 1) quality requirements have to be explicitly expressed in models, 2) there must be a means to affect the quality attributes and their impact on quality should be observable in models, 3) there should be methods and techniques available to evaluate and test the models and the result of the evaluation and measurements should be presented in models to facilitate traceability of quality requirements. Finally, 4) full code generation from models has to be possible to enable testing of the models and to produce the release version of a modelled application.

Success of QDSM extensively lies in the provided tool support. Although there are tools to support quality requirements descriptions in architecture models [11], support for quality-driven development of architectures [12] and even support for architecture evaluation [11], we have not found a mature industry-ready integrated DSM tooling environment that demonstrates QDSM. Thus in this paper, we study if MetaCase MetaEdit+, which is a language workbench for developing code generators and domain-specific modelling languages (DSMLs) with a metamodelling approach, can be utilized as such an environment by developing a demonstration.

With MetaEdit+, we have developed a DSML and Python code generator which enables full code generation for simulating stream-oriented computing systems. The tool environment and the developed language provides: 1) a means to define quality requirements and to connect the requirements to corresponding model entities, 2) automated pattern recognition to provide a design rationale from the quality perspective, 3) measurement mechanisms for testing execution-time quality attributes [13] such
as performance and reliability, 4) linkage between the measurement mechanisms and quality requirements to explicitly express if the quality requirements are satisfied, and 5) an optimization assistant that guides the modeller in achieving the desired qualities. We demonstrate the tool environment for modelling a system that initially does not satisfy its quality requirements, but with the help of the provided facilities of QDSM, is refined to fulfil the requirements.

This paper is structured as follows. First, requirements for QDSM including a state-of-the-art means for supporting quality-driven software development are discussed in Section 2. Second, a laboratory case including its modelling language and a code generator are introduced in Section 3. After that, in Section 4 the tool environment is demonstrated by transforming a model that does not satisfy its quality requirements into a system that completely satisfies the requirements. Discussion and conclusions close the paper.

2. Requirements for Quality-Driven Domain-Specific Modelling

The goal of QDSM is to entail in a single model the 1) quality requirements, 2) what has been done to satisfy the requirements, and 3) an evaluation and test results. By enabling this, tracing of quality requirements to implementation including test results is facilitated. Next, requirements and a state-of-the-art means for QDSM are more precisely discussed.

2.1 Expressing Quality Requirements

Quality requirements must explicitly be identified, divided and formalized to enable the designation of what parts of the application models are responsible for them and what are the means to validate the satisfaction of requirements. Considering MDD, quality requirements have to be declared not only in standalone requirements engineering tools but also in the modelling environment. Quality requirements have to be connectable to the modelling entities to maintain the explicit link between the requirements and the corresponding model entities.

There are several languages for the modelling of functional and quality requirements. These are evaluated in [14] and [15]. Also there are ontologies [16] and experimental visualization techniques [17] as well as existing tool support for requirements description, such as with IBM Rational RequisitePro and IBM Rational DOORS. Despite the format, it is of importance that the impact of these mechanisms to the modelling environment. Quality requirements have to be connectable to the modelling entities to maintain the explicit link between the requirements and the corresponding model entities.

2.2 Means to Affect the Quality Attributes

The utilized modelling language should have mechanisms to affect the quality attributes and there should be an enumeration of design approaches which enable to have an impact on quality attributes. It is also important that the impact of these mechanisms on the quality attributes should be made explicit to bridge the discrepancy between the quality requirements and the promoted quality attributes [18].

Patterns are considered as one of the means to express and affect the qualities of a software system. This argument is based on the definition of patterns. Alexander [19] defines patterns as “...a rule which establishes a relationship between context, a system of forces which arises in that context, and a configuration which allows these forces to resolve themselves in that context.” Thus, patterns can also be seen as a solution for balancing forces related to qualities in a certain context. Currently, there is no extensive list of qualities that patterns promote. Nevertheless, some preliminary categorizations can be found from [3]. There are techniques, such as the goal-driven model transformation technique, that strives to provide a bridge between user requirements and design models [20] in which utilized patterns are based on scrutinizing the intent of patterns and dividing their intents into functional and quality parts. Then the most appropriate pattern is chosen for the situation at hand [21].

In addition to explicitly expressing the design rationale from the quality perspective, support for the modeller for the QDSM is recommended. Such support should include a model evaluation assistant that generates hints to optimize the system according to the quality requirements. Such hints can be based on e.g., architectural tactics [9] and patterns that promote the required quality requirements [3][12].

2.3 Evaluation and Testing

Models ultimately need to be evaluated and tested. There are a few software architecture evaluation methods that focus on certain quality attributes. The AEM method [7] concentrates on adaptability evaluation, whereas the IEI method [8] focuses on integrability and extensibility. There are also methods such as ATAM [6] that consider a set of quality attributes in the evaluation. While most of the evaluation methods are scenario-based or prediction methods, it is argued that quality can also be evaluated by inspecting what patterns are applied in models [12]. After evaluation, the models have to be tested by executing them to verify if the evaluation is tenable. Testing can only be performed for execution-time qualities [13] based on sheer definition. The generated implementation has to be monitored and measured from those parts in which quality requirements are connected to find out whether the execution-time quality requirements are satisfied. To support QDSM, the results of the tests need to be reported back to models. This enables the modeller to see measured values of quality attributes, and whether the quality requirements have been satisfied.

3. Domain-Specific Modelling Language for M-Net Laboratory Case

To demonstrate QDSM in MetaCase MetaEdit+, a laboratory case is utilized. The laboratory case is a stream-oriented computing system. For the laboratory case M-Net modelling language including a complete Python code generator was developed which enables complete code generation from domain-specific models. It must be noticed that the utilized laboratory case is only a laboratorial example of real stream-oriented computing system and is utilized only to simulate such a system.

3.1 The Domain

Stream-oriented computing systems are characterized by parallel computing components that process potentially infinite sequences of data [22]. The purpose of such a system is to read data from a data source, manipulate the data and store or forward the computed data. Briefly, the system forms a pipes- and filters-based system which enables parallel processing of data. Similar systems are common, e.g., in video and image processing.

The domain of the laboratory case includes the following concepts (concepts in italic). Filters manipulate the input data and
forward the filtered data to the next entity. The manipulation consumes time which is adjustable by the modeller. Computation can fail with a probability that the modeller can adjust to simulate e.g., insufficient resources during computation, program errors, or corrupted data units (DUs). If the computation fails, the modeller-definable penalty delay is endured. Database represents input and output pipes for the filter chain. Switch enables forwarding the data according to predefined principles. Comparator enables comparing the input data and based on predefined judgement policies, forward the input data to the next entities. Pipes connect various entities together.

The most relevant quality attributes are performance and reliability. Performance is the average throughput of DUs per second. Reliability is the average probability of computing and forwarding the data correctly. Reliability does have a direct impact on performance as when a filter fails to compute a DU, it suffers a penalty delay which has an impact on its performance.

Figure 1 represents an example of a stream-oriented computing system which consists of two databases and filters. The purpose of the application is to read a stream of colour bitmaps (from ImageStream) and transform the input into black and white (by B&W_converter) JPG images (by JPG_converter) and store the stream to a hard disc (to OutputStream).

3.2 Modelling Language and Code Generators for M-Net

For the laboratory case, an M-Net modelling language was developed with MetaEdit+. In addition to the basic metamodel and model manipulation mechanisms, MetaEdit+ also provides the possibility to alter the notation of the model entities during runtime, i.e. the notation of model entities may alter depending on, e.g., properties of the entities and/or relationships between the entities. This feature becomes useful when one wants to implement runtime model validation engines. Rules for altering the notation are defined with the same language as code generators and therefore the rules can be complex as necessary.

MetaEdit+ provides a domain-specific language called MERL for developing generators. Because generators have to be developed by self, the generated code will always be as desired which might not be the case with pre-made generators provided by tool vendors. This enables complete generation in the sense that the generated output is not required to be modified afterwards. MetaEdit+ also provides an Application Programming Interface (API) which is implemented as a Web Service interface with Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP).

3.2.1 M-Net Modelling Language

The developed metamodel for M-Net includes all concepts existing in the domain. Filters, databases, switches and comparators are the main building blocks which are connectable with pipes. M-Net also includes additional concepts that promote QDSM. The quality requirements are described structurally in a requirements model entity which can be connected to the model to cover parts that are responsible for satisfying the requirement. The template for describing quality requirements is adapted from [10]. M-Net also includes measurement mechanisms that enable monitoring throughput and reliability of the modelled application. The measurement mechanisms are connected to pipes in the model, i.e. similar to using probes in electrical engineering, to measure parts of the model located between the probes. The optimization assistant model entity masks parts of the model and generates optimization hints for the modelled based on quality requirements.

3.2.2 Support for Quality-Driven Domain-Specific Modelling

The developed metamodel includes a pattern recognition mechanism which evaluates the model at modelling time and automatically recognizes if the modeller has successfully modelled any known predefined pattern that promotes certain quality attributes. To render the promoted quality attributes explicitly, entities in the pattern are automatically tagged by the pattern recognition feature with a text that informs what quality attributes the pattern promotes (see text on top of filters in Figure 2). The modeller can instantly experience if she has managed to model an application that manifests any patterns that promote certain quality attributes.

Requirements in M-Net language utilize MetaEdit+’s notation altering mechanisms to automatically inform the modeller if the requirement is satisfied (see tags on the right hand side of requirement entities located bottom left in Figure 1 indicating that the requirements are not satisfied and in Figure 2 where the requirements are satisfied thus there are no such tags). The automation is enabled if requirement entities are connected to corresponding measurement mechanisms that enable measuring throughput and reliability. Values for measurement mechanisms are reported to model during application runtime if an application is generated in debug mode (see details in Section 3.2.3.1).

The developed language also includes a model optimization assistant that can be utilized for guiding the optimization of the model according to the quality requirements (see two boxes that contain the filters in Figure 1). The optimization assistant considers only entities that it contains. This enables optimizing only the required parts of the model. The model optimization assistant utilizes a generator that traverses the entities it contains and generates optimization report on that basis.

3.2.3 The Generators

Two generators that transform the models to text were developed: 1) the Python source code generator and 2) the optimization report generator. The Python code generator is utilized for transforming the model into Python source code which is not required to be modified after code generation. The optimization report generator is utilized to generate textual hints for the modeler on how to optimize parts of the system according to the desired quality requirements.

![Figure 1. Initial application model.](image-url)
3.2.3.1 Python Source Code Generator

Filters, comparators, switches and databases are generated as threads thus enabling parallel processing of data. The developed M-Net Python code generator also provides the option to produce additional code for the generated application that accesses MetaEdit+’s API to animate the entities in the models when the application is executed. When this option is selected, the preceding model entities are highlighted in models when they are active during the execution. This enables the modeller to see how the system functions in real-time and also at the model level.

Performance characteristics of the initial version of the application are as follows. The throughput of the system is 0.5DU/s as it takes 2s to compute each DU. Throughput of the B&W_converter can be calculated as follows. P(JPG_converter) = 1/(T(JPG_converter) + T(JPG_converter_penalty)*R(JPG_converter)) where P is throughput, T is time and R is reliability. Thus P(JPG_converter) is 1/(1s+0.5*1s) = 2/3DU/s = 0.66DU/s. Therefore the average throughput of the system is 0.5DU/s after the first DU is computed. Reliability of the system can be calculated as follows. R(system)=R(B&W_converter)*R(JPG_converter), where R is reliability. If R(B&W_converter) is 1 and R(JPG_converter) is 0.5 then R(system) is 0.5, i.e. 50% thus the system fails to meet its reliability requirement.

The performance characteristics can also be measured by connecting the requirements and measurement mechanisms to the model and by generating a debug version of the modelled application. The requirements and measurement mechanisms are connected to the application model to cover the whole computation part of the system such as Figure 1 illustrates. By doing so the modeller can see which requirements are meant to be satisfied and which entities are responsible for the requirements.

4.4 Optimization Report Generator

The optimization report generator finds all optimization assistants in the currently active diagram and generates optimization hints textually according to the desired quality requirements by considering the model entities it contains. The rules for such optimizations can be very complex in real-life domains but in this simple system the rules remain straightforward and simplified. An example of a trigger for performance optimization can be formulated in natural language as follows: “Calculate average throughput function across entities after forwarding delay this entity and compute the sum of the throughput. If the throughput sum is more than the throughput of this entity, performance optimization for this entity should be applied.” If a trigger for optimization is fired, a textual hint is generated that guides the modeller in refining the application design. An example hint for performance optimization can be as follows: “B&W_converter can be optimized for “Performance” by: duplicating this element and adding switches before and after these entities. See pattern: performance optimization by duplication.” As presented, a hint always contains a link to a domain-specific pattern that promotes the desired quality attributes. The pattern catalogue is included with the modelling language as pre-made example models. This enables the modeller to discover what solutions are behind the optimization and provides additional information to the modeller for him/her to make the ultimate decision whether to apply the suggested optimization. The architectural knowledge is manually coded in the optimization hint generator.

4. Model Optimization According to Desired Qualities

QDSM is demonstrated by modelling an application that satisfies its functional requirements but not quality requirements. The first attempt to model an application is then transformed into a model that satisfies both the functional and quality requirements with the aid of the provided techniques for QDSM. The purpose of the example application is to convert a stream of bitmap images to black and white JPG images. The average performance requirement is >0.5 DU/s per second. The average reliability requirement, i.e. correctness of the output, is >90%. In Figure 1, the first attempt to model such an application is presented.
handled per filter. Thus, when the un-optimized $B&W\_converter$ produces 0.5DU/s, the throughput of the optimized filter combination is 1DU/s with 100% reliability. Now, the average throughput of the application is 0.66DU/s where the $JPG\_converter$ is the slowest part. The throughput requirement should be now satisfied.

Reliability of the application is still unsatisfactory therefore the $JPG\_converter$ has to be optimized for reliability. The optimization assistant produces the following hint for the $JPG\_converter$: “The $JPG\_converter$ can be optimized for “Reliability” by: duplicating this element and inputting the same data to both, and adding a comparator with the option “Error filter” after these elements. See pattern: reliability optimization by duplication.” The idea of this pattern is to compute the same data twice and forward the result to a comparator that forwards the computed DU only if both filters produce erroneous data. Otherwise the comparator forwards the first successfully computed DU. By applying this pattern the average reliability of the optimized filter increases, i.e. in this case reliability is increased to 75%. Applying this pattern twice results in an average of ~94% reliability. Figure 2 represents the optimized application model.

![Image](54x360 to 285x514)

**Figure 2. Application model that satisfies the requirements.**

In Figure 2, the application model that satisfies the both quality requirements is modelled. As can be seen, the developed pattern recognition engine automatically identifies the used patterns by tagging the corresponding filters with the promoted quality attributes. On top of the $B&W\_converters$ there is a $\langle\text{Performance}\rangle$ tag which ensures that these two filters participate in a pattern that promotes performance whereas in the $JPG\_converters$ there is $\langle\text{Reliability}\rangle$ tag. The tags should help the modeller to establish a design rationale for the application.

The calculated performance characteristics can be verified by generating an implementation from the model in debug mode and by executing the application. As requirements entities in Figure 2 does not have the tags on the right side, the application now satisfies the requirements. The average throughput measured by computing 100DU/s is 0.58DU/s where reliability is 94%.

5. Discussion

We demonstrated QDSM with a laboratory-based case study of a stream-oriented computing system. For the system, an M-Net DSM and a code generator that enables full Python code generation from models was developed with MetaCase MetaEdit+. The most important means to support QDSM are based on 1) a quality requirements definition in models, 2) an automated model evaluation with pattern recognition, and 3) testing and reporting mechanisms.

Whereas a quality requirements definition technique is independent of the domain, model evaluation and testing can be considered domain-specific. In different domains, testing of execution-time quality requirements are largely dependent on what is measured and how. In this manner reusing the presented mechanisms between different domains is not possible. However, the concept remains. It is surprisingly useful to see the test results of an executed application also at the model-level. It is also useful to explicitly discover what quality requirements are satisfied. This enables to easily find out what requirements are satisfied and what parts of the model do not satisfy their quality requirements.

Design-time model evaluation for execution-time qualities was implemented in the laboratory case by identifying what patterns are utilized in the application model. As shown via the laboratory case, tentative design rationales can be obtained by utilizing pattern recognition. The evaluation could, however, also have included prediction of the performance characteristics as was done manually in the examples to provide more explicit values for quality attributes. Although evolution-time qualities such as modifiability and extensibility were not discussed in this paper, pattern recognition could also be utilized to provide some knowledge about the promoted evolution-time qualities. However, automation for quality evaluation except in the case of pattern recognition, which can provide tentative design rationale about the promoted qualities, might be a challenge for evolution-time qualities since scenario-based evaluation methods still need neural processing.

As discussed, it seems that pattern recognition can only provide tentative design rationale from quality perspective. Thus, it is questionable whether pattern recognition is sufficient for identifying the design rationale even in such a restricted area as DSM. In addition, different patterns promote different qualities and the utilized patterns might be overlapping in the application models. Therefore, finding out the design rationale by applying pattern recognition is not straightforward. In addition, sometimes it is not patterns that promote different qualities but more like functional blocks that are responsible for affecting a certain quality attribute. For instance, decreasing image resolution in image processing application certainly increases further image manipulation performance compared to utilizing high-resolution images. Decreasing image resolution might be a reason for optimizing the performance but sometimes the only reason for this is to satisfy a certain functional requirement.

As shown, by only identifying the utilized patterns it is not possible to discover the performance characteristics. Only a tentative design rationale can be obtained which, however, is still useful. Therefore to overcome the limitations with pattern recognition, next we will concentrate on manual approaches in describing design rationale by connecting requirements engineering side, where different techniques to affect the quality and their interrelated dependencies and impact to qualities are described, to the application development side. We already have developed a technique with tool support to provide measured performance characteristics from application models to requirements engineering side in order to ease the quality analysis in requirements engineering [23]. Next, we will connect the different design alternatives identified in requirements engineering to application development in a way that the impact of the utilized design alternatives to quality is automatically shown in application models. Thus, we rather strive for semi-
automated approach than automated as it seems that humans cannot really be replaced by computers, yet.

6. Conclusion
There is a constant need for decreasing development costs in software development while at the same time increasing the quality of software applications. Increasing productivity can be achieved by utilizing MDD and especially DSM in software development. Nevertheless to increase the desired qualities of applications requires that not only the quality requirements must be considered at every development phase but that a continuous link from quality requirements to application design, testing and release must also be maintained. Maintaining such a link is crucial to reveal whether all the requirements set for software applications have been satisfied.

As the success of MDD extensively lies in the provided tool support, in this paper we demonstrated that there currently are mature integrated tooling environments, such as MetaCase MetaEdit+, that can be utilized as a platform for quality-driven DSM where the quality is traceable from quality requirements to application release. We demonstrated the tooling environment with a laboratory-conducted case study of a stream-oriented computing system.
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